
GOLFBUTLER
GLOVE CATALOGUE



GLOV1 MASTERS

RX ALL WEATHER GLOVES

- Detachable magnetic ball marker (optionally supplied with your club logo) - Advanced RX ‘honeycomb’ fabric
- Cool flexible Lycra helps airflow and gives consistent movement - Additional patch on palm for extra grip and durability

SMALL MEDIUM M/L LARGE XL
MEN LH (RH players)
LADY LH (RH players)
MEN RH (LH players)

GLOV2 MASTERS
CABRETTA LEATHER GLOVES

A premium cabretta leather offering superb feel, fit & comfort. Provides a soft, smooth feel for a
consistent fit, flexibility and increased breathability. Accessorised with a detachable magnetic ball
marker (optionally supplied with your club logo)

SMALL MEDIUM M/L LARGE XL
MEN LH (RH players)
MEN RH (LH players)



SXGLOVES SKYMAX ONE SIZE FITS
ALL ALLWEATHER GLOVES

One size for men and
one size for ladies

WHITE WHITE/BLACK BLACK/BLACK NAVY/NAVY
MEN LH (RH players)
LADY LH (RH players)

PEL000 LEADBETTER

CABRETTA GLOVES

SMALL MEDIUM M/L LARGE XL
MEN LH (RH
players)



GLOVWP TOURDRI

WINTERGLOVES

Protection, warmth & performance in cold conditions. Developed with all this in mind, the TourDri Winter
Golf Gloves protect your hands from the cold, round after round, giving great flexibility and comfort in

every swing.

Breathable
Breathable fabric which is also durable for gripping clubs

Built to last
Durable rubber badge with velcro fastening

Flexibility
Flexible fabric over the knuckle and fingers not only allows freedom of movement but

durable and comfortable protec�on.

SMALL MEDIUM M/L LARGE XL
MEN LH (RH players)
LADY LH (RH players)



SMALL
(ORANGE)

MEDIUM
(RED)

LARGE
(GREEN)

XL
(BLUE)

LH (RH players)
RH (LH players)

It’s all about the fit, and MKids have got the right size for you. The MKids Gloves are available in four colour-coded
sizes for 5-14yrs and feature high tech water-resistant fabric. Lycra inserts ensure maximum comfort and the

velcro fastener keeps them securely on your hand.

JUGL MKIDS

JUNIOR GLOVES



- Keep your hands warm when pushing the cart in cold weather
- Made with quality windproof materials
- Easy to attach dual lock tape straps

- Fits on all trolleys

GWMT TOURDRI

WINTER MITTS

TourDri winter mittens that generously equipped with features to ensure warm hands on the course this winter.
The mittens feature a soft fleece inner and durable hex pattern grip on the palm, ideal for handling trolleys or bags

on the course.

Lightweight & portable
Easily packed, allowing you to keep them in your jacket pocket, or taking up very li�le room and

weight in your pack.

Elasticated cuffs
Made with elas�cated cuffs for the perfect snug fit in winter mon

Available in2 sizes:
SMALL/MEDIUMor LARGE/XL

FF6400220 FASTFOLD

TROLLEY MITTS


